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Objectives and Methodology
Objectives
• To understand the attitudes and experiences of workers in the 

areas of multigenerational work environments and mentor 
relationships.

Methodology: 
• Mode: Online survey of 1,000 adults in the workforce (full or

part-time workers and those looking for work) age 18 and older.
• Fielding Dates: November 23 - December 3, 2018
• Sample: The sample was drawn from AARP’s proprietary online

panel of Americans. Respondents were screened for work
status. Quotas were set for age and gender.

• Weighting: The data are weighted to the U.S. labor force
population by gender, age, race, Hispanic ethnicity, marital
status, census division, and income to workforce benchmarks
from the March 2018 Current Population Survey (CPS). Raked
weights are estimated using Random Iterative Method (RIM)
weighting.
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Key Findings
A Multigenerational Workforce Is Valued by Workers
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• Overall, workers value the unique perspectives that a
multigenerational workforce brings to their jobs.

• Seven in ten workers say they like working with generations
other than their own, and the majority agree that both younger and
older workers bring a set of positive benefits that enhance the
workplace environment.

• In particular, younger workers are seen as bringing creativity, a
unique perspective, and an opportunity to pass along skills and
knowledge.

• Many older workers cite technology and new ways of working as the biggest things that younger colleagues have 
taught them. Meanwhile, older workers are seen as potential teachers, having a unique perspective, and 
making the workplace more productive. Younger workers cite wisdom and help navigating the workplace as the 
biggest thing older workers have taught them.
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Key Findings
Mentorship Plays a Key Part in Influencing the Value 
Workers See in Workers from Other Generations
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• About two-thirds of workers have experience with mentorship,
either as a mentee or as a mentor.

• Mentees most value skills training from their mentors, but career
advice, networking and job opportunities also rated high for mentees.
Workers under age 45 are more likely to have had experience with
mentorship and to say that it has played an important roll in their job
or careers. This cohort is also beginning to pay their mentorship
experience forward—they are as likely to say that they have been a
mentor as workers over 60.

• Importantly, experience with mentorship informs the value that workers see in having a multigenerational 
workforce. Those with mentorship experience are more likely to see the positive benefits that both younger and 
older coworkers bring to their jobs than those who have never had or been a mentor.

• Finally, when asked how they would mentor their younger selves, workers’ advice played to the fundamentals: work 
hard, stay in school, and follow your passions.
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MULTIGENERATIONAL WORK
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A majority of workers like working with other generations
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Younger adults 
are more likely 

than workers 45+ 
to say they like 

working with other 
generations ”a 

great deal” or “a 
lot”

[IF S3=WORKS WITH OTHERS] How much do you like to work with people of different generations than you? (n=853)

35%

43%

40%

28%

26%

35%

34%

35%

35%

38%

28%

21%

24%

34%

34%

2%

2%

1%

2%

2%

Total

18-29

30-44

45-59

60+

How Much Respondent Likes to Work with Other Generations
(among those who work with others)

A great deal A lot Somewhat Not too much Not at all
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Younger workers provide others the opportunity to give back and 
are seen as a catalyst for creativity and new perspectives

79%

73%

73%

71%

70%

66%

66%

66%

61%

Gives me the opportunity to pass along my experience
and knowledge

Makes our workplace more creative

Makes me more likely to consider perspectives that are
different from my own

Makes the work environment more fun

Keeps me updated on the latest tech trends

Gives me the opportunity to learn new skills from them

Keeps me on my toes and engaged at work

Makes me feel energized

Makes the work environment more productive

Percentage of Workers Who Strongly/Somewhat Agree 
That Working with Younger Colleagues…
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Different people bring different experiences to their jobs and affect the workplace culture in different ways. How much do agree or disagree with each of the following statements about working 
with coworkers of different ages from yourself?  
Working with colleagues who are younger than me… (n=1003)

Workers age 30-44 are significantly more likely than 
those 45+ to agree that younger workers make the 

workplace more creative, more productive, makes them 
more energized, and gives them the opportunity to learn 

new skills*.

*See appendix for results by age
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Older workers are seen as teachers, allow others to consider 
different perspectives, and make the workplace more productive

77%

76%

69%

66%

65%

63%

61%

57%

47%

Gives me the opportunity to learn new skills from them

Makes me more likely to consider perspectives that are
different from my own

Makes the work environment more productive

Keeps me on my toes and engaged at work

Gives me the opportunity to pass along my experience
and knowledge

Makes our workplace more creative

Makes the work environment more fun

Makes me feel energized

Keeps me updated on the latest tech trends

Percentage of Workers Who Strongly/Somewhat Agree 
That Working with Older Colleagues…
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Different people bring different experiences to their jobs and affect the workplace culture in different ways. How much do agree or disagree with each of the following statements about working 
with coworkers of different ages from yourself?  
Working with colleagues who are older than me… (n=1003)

Workers age 30-44 are significantly more likely to agree 
with all statements about older workers than those 45+. 
Those age 18-29 are also more likely than those 45+ to 

agree that older workers give them the opportunity to pass 
on new skills and learn new skills, make the workplace 

more productive, keep up to date on the new tech, and keep 
them on their toes and engaged.*

*See appendix for results by age
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When asked what they have learned from working with other generations, 
older workers cite the tech savviness of younger workers while younger 
workers mention older workers’ wisdom and experience
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[IF Age > 34] What is the biggest thing you’ve learned from working with a colleague who is younger than you? (n=713)
[IF Age < 35] What is the biggest thing you’ve learned from working with a colleague who is older than you? (n=290)

“How quickly and comfortable they adapt to new technology.  Younger workers come from 
diverse households and backgrounds. Their "wider perspectives"  help open us older 
workers’ eyes to the changing world and workplace.”

--female, age 62

“Age is just a number, they 
can do just as much if not 
more than a younger person 
and are great to work with.”

-- female, age 25

“Multitasking is important no matter age, and to continue to take 
professional or continuing education to keep update with the industry.”

-- female, age 68

Biggest Thing Learned from Working with Younger Workers
New Technology/Tech Trends/How to Use Technology (Net) 27%
Work Style and Skills/Work Efficiencies (Net) 18%
Provide a Different Perspective (Net) 11%
Emotional Benefits and Skills/Patience (Net) 9%
Appreciate Their Energy and Enthusiasm/Fun (Net) 6%
New Trends and Pop Culture (Net) 4%
Negative Complaints about Younger Workers (Net) 4%
They Are Good/Great/Excellent (unspecified)        3%
Other (Net)          14%
Don't know          1%
None/Nothing           13%

Biggest Thing Learned from Working with Older Workers
Wisdom and Experience (Net) 25%
Work Skills/Learning How to Do the Job (Net) 17%
Work Style and Skills/Work Efficiencies (Net) 12%
Emotional Benefits and Skills/Patience (Net) 12%
They Are Good/Great/Excellent (unspecified)        8%
Provide a Different Perspective (Net) 4%
Appreciate Their Energy and Enthusiasm/Dedication (Net) 1%
Other (Net)          18%
Don't know          3%
None/Nothing           14%

“New ideas and new 
ways to do things.”

-- male, age 69

“That they love technology and use it for everything.”
-- female, age 39

“I came in to my job straight from college and was extremely shy and nervous to be myself in an 
industry dominated by older men[…]. My boss was incredibly patient in teaching me how to conduct 
myself in a professional manner while also not being afraid to be my quirky, young self. He has 
transformed me from a “typical college kid” into a respectable sales woman whose actually 
convincing some of these men to make long term multi million dollar deals!”

-- female, age 24

“There are many things that I have learned but the best 
one was how to behave in the workplace in the sense of 
making sure that everyone sees your worth without 
questioning what you do.”

--male, age 28
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MENTORSHIP
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Younger workers are more likely to have received mentorship and 
are now beginning to pay it forward
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Have you ever had a work or career mentor, or have you ever been a mentor to another person at work? (n=1003)
How old was the person you mentored in relation to yourself?  If you have mentored more than one person, think about the person with whom you had the most significant mentor relationship. (n=526)

53% 58% 59%
46% 44%

Total 18-29 30-44 45-59 60+

Have Had a Mentor Before

55%
47%

59% 53% 59%

Total 18-29 30-44 45-59 60+

Have Been a Mentor Before

Nearly half of mentors 
(49%) say they mentored 
someone younger than 

themselves, but a 
surprising 29% say they 

have mentored 
someone older. 
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Most see value in mentorship, but younger workers especially say 
it has played an important role in their jobs or careers
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Over half of all workers have found mentorship to be important to their careers (60% say it has been extremely/very 
important), but those who have had experience with mentorship rate its impact significantly more highly to their careers 
(83% say it’s been important).

Overall, how important has mentorship and having a mentor been to your career? (n=655)

48%

48%

57%

43%

32%

35%

37%

30%

38%

39%

12%

12%

8%

14%

18%

4%

2%

3%

5%

10%

Total

18-29

30-44

45-59

60+

Importance of Mentorship to Respondent’s Job or Career
(among those who have had or been mentors)

Extremely important Very important Somewhat important Not too important Not at all important
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Job skills top the benefits of mentorship, but most mentees also 
value advice and connections a mentor can provide

90%

84%

83%

82%

82%

80%

76%

73%

71%

Training or advice on new job skills

Advice on career paths, job opportunities, or development
opportunities

Networking opportunities or introductions to important or
useful people

New job opportunities or ability to provide personal
recommendations

Advice on difficult workplace situations or conversations

Advice on how to manage other employees

Advice on the culture or values in your workplace or field

Advice on how to act socially in the workplace

Advice or support on navigating the workplace as a
gender, racial, ethnic, or sexual minority

Aspects of Mentorship Most Valued among Mentees
(Percentage saying Extremely or Very Valuable to Job or Career)
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Career stage can explain some of the age differences. For example, workers age 18-29 are more likely to value career 
basics such as advice on how to act in the workplace and navigating the workplace as a minority. Conversely, workers 
age 30-44, who are likely beginning to move into more senior roles, are more likely than other age groups to say they 
have benefited from things like networking, career path advice, and management advice. 

[IF 1a = YES] How would you rate the following aspects of mentorship in terms of how valuable they are to you in your job or career? (n=498)

18-29 30-44 45+
n=115 n=171 n=212

88% 91% 90%

81% 89% 80%

79% 88% 79%

82% 87% 77%

83% 81% 79%

78% 85% 76%

87% 78% 79%

76% 80% 63%

80% 75% 60%
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Workers who have had experience with mentorship are more likely 
to see the value of both younger and older coworkers

84%

82%

80%

78%

77%

74%

74%

73%

69%

69%

57%

59%

57%

59%

52%

53%

52%

44%

 Makes our workplace more creative

Gives me the opportunity to learn new
skills from them

 Makes me more likely to consider
perspectives that are different from…

Gives me the opportunity to pass along
my experience and knowledge

Keeps me on my toes and engaged at
work

Makes the work environment more
productive

Keeps me updated on the latest tech
trends

Makes me feel energized

Makes the work environment more fun

Percentage of Workers Who Strongly/Somewhat 
Agree That Working with Younger Colleagues…

Mentorship Experience No Mentorship Experience
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Different people bring different experiences to their jobs and affect the workplace culture in different ways. How much do agree or disagree with each of the following statements about working 
with coworkers of different ages from yourself?  
Working with colleagues who are younger/older than me… (n=1003) *See appendix for results by age

83%

82%

76%

75%

74%

70%

68%

65%

56%

65%

63%

56%

50%

49%

48%

48%

41%

29%

Makes the work environment more
productive

Gives me the opportunity to learn new
skills from them

Makes the work environment more fun

Makes me feel energized

 Makes our workplace more creative

 Makes me more likely to consider
perspectives that are different from…

Keeps me on my toes and engaged at
work

Keeps me updated on the latest tech
trends

Gives me the opportunity to pass along
my experience and knowledge

Percentage of Workers Who Strongly/Somewhat 
Agree That Working with Older Colleagues…

Mentorship Experience No Mentorship Experience
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Advice to their younger selves focuses on working hard, staying in 
school and following their passion

15

[IF Age > 34] If you could give one piece of career or job advice to your younger self as you were starting your career, what would it be? (n=713)

“Work hard, be honest and respect 
everyone you meet.”

-- male, age 58

Total 35-44 45-59 60+

Perseverance/Work hard (net) 21% 25% 16% 20%
School/Keep learning (net) 15% 12% 15% 20%
Change, Openness, Following Passion (net) 14% 9% 16% 15%
Listening to/Learning from Others (net) 10% 4% 14% 17%
Be a good person/Ethics/Values (net) 8% 7% 10% 9%
Money (net) 6% 3% 7% 4%
Reassurance/Relaxation/Balance (net) 6% 2% 9% 2%
Confidence/Assertiveness (net) 5% 4% 3% 6%
Communication (net) 5% 1% 7% 4%
Good / Great / OK / Excellent (unspec.)       4% 8% 3% -
Other            12% 15% 13% 10%
Don't know / Not sure          2% 3% 3% 2%
None / Nothing / NA          6% 10% 5% 3%

If You Could Give One Piece of Advice to Your Younger Self as You Were Starting Your Career, What Would It Be? 

“Work work work.”
--female, age 37

“To save more money for the 
future.”

-- female, age 51

“The best career advice I would give 
my younger self would be to slow 
down, don't worry about the small 
things. Try not to take my job home 
with me. Lastly, I would not  let myself 
be used by my Managers.”

-- female, age 46

“Focus on finding a job you love. Don't 
settle, stick it out and focus on finding that 
job that makes you smile in the morning.”

-- male, age 35 “Find yourself a mentor.”
-- female, age 62

“Don't be afraid to apply to positions that I 
might have thought were beyond me.”

-- female, age 63

“Finish school and never let anyone take 
advantage of you.  You're worth more and you 
don't have to settle for less.”

-- female, age 40

“I would tell my younger self that  when trying something new ( technology, process), don't be afraid 
to fail and ask as many questions as needed to succeed.”

-- male, age 47
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IMPLICATIONS
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Implications
As a whole, workers value the unique skills and experiences that other 
generations bring to their workplace and like to work with others who are 
different ages. In particular, there is an aspect of give and take that is 
valued in a multigenerational work environment. Older workers are seen 
as bringing wisdom and experience to the workplace that younger 
workers can learn from, while younger workers are most valued for their 
energy and the opportunity they give to others to pass on knowledge. 
Mid-career workers (age 30-44), in particular, are eager to work with a 
diverse age range of colleagues. Some of this is likely a reflection of the 
career stage of this cohort—they are the group most likely to be currently 
working with a variety of age groups—but, notably, these workers are 
also most likely to have benefited from mentorship in their career and to 
rate mentorship as important to their careers. 

17

Not only did this positive experience with mentorship likely influence this age cohort to become mentors themselves 
(they are equally likely to have been mentors as workers over age 60), but all workers who have had experience with 
mentorship are more likely to see the positive contributions that a diverse workforce brings to a job and to enjoy working 
with other generations. This demonstrates the important role that mentorship can play in creating workforces that 
appreciate and enjoy working with colleagues of other ages.
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About AARP
AARP is the nation’s largest nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to empowering Americans 50 and older to 
choose how they live as they age. With nearly 38 million members and offices in every state, the District of Columbia, 
Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, AARP works to strengthen communities and advocate for what matters most 
to families with a focus on health security, financial stability and personal fulfillment. AARP also works for individuals in
the marketplace by sparking new solutions and allowing carefully chosen, high-quality products and services to carry 
the AARP name. As a trusted source for news and information, AARP produces the nation's largest circulation 
publications, AARP The Magazine and AARP Bulletin. To learn more, visit www.aarp.org or follow @AARP and 
@AARPadvocates on social media.

http://www.aarp.org/
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Work Force

20

Total 18-29 30-44 45-59 60+
n=1003 n=204 n=300 n=299 n=200

Employment Status
Full time (working for 35 hours per week or more for pay) 74% 55% 84% 83% 67%
Part time (working for less than 35 hours per week for pay) 19% 32% 11% 13% 31%
Unemployed, looking for work 6% 13% 5% 4% 2%

Self Employment Status (among those employed) 32% 31% 41% 24% 29%
In your current job, do you work with others? (among those 
employed) 92% 93% 94% 91% 90%

Thinking about the people you work with at your main job, what 
percentage of your colleagues would you estimate are about the 
same age as you, older than you, and younger than you? 
(mean percentage)

Younger than you 38.6 21.6 33.5 45 66.5
Around your age 33.6 37 35.5 33.6 23.4
Older than you 27.8 41.4 30.9 21.5 10.1

Age of Current Boss
A lot older than you 25% 49% 30% 10% 4%
A little bit older than you 34% 34% 39% 36% 16%
Around your age 18% 12% 22% 21% 14%
A little bit younger than you 11% 4% 5% 17% 26%
A lot younger than you 7% - 2% 10% 24%
I have no boss in my current job 5% 1% 3% 6% 16%
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Attitudes Toward Younger Workers
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Percentage Saying Strongly or Somewhat Agree Total 18-29 30-44 45-59 60+

n=1003 n=204 n=300 n=299 n=200

Gives me the opportunity to pass along my experience and 
knowledge 79% 74% 83% 78% 80%

Makes our workplace more creative 73% 77% 77% 66% 67%

Makes me more likely to consider perspectives that are 
different from my own 73% 71% 76% 72% 75%

Makes the work environment more fun 71% 74% 73% 69% 65%

Keeps me updated on the latest tech trends 70% 67% 75% 68% 69%

Gives me the opportunity to learn new skills from them 66% 66% 71% 63% 62%

Keeps me on my toes and engaged at work 66% 64% 69% 66% 61%

Makes me feel energized 66% 69% 72% 60% 59%

Makes the work environment more productive 61% 56% 70% 56% 54%
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Attitudes Toward Older Workers
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Percentage Saying Strongly or Somewhat Agree Total 18-29 30-44 45-59 60+

n=1003 n=204 n=300 n=299 n=200

Gives me the opportunity to learn new skills from them 77% 79% 82% 73% 68%

Makes me more likely to consider perspectives that are 
different from my own 76% 76% 82% 71% 69%

Makes the work environment more productive 69% 71% 79% 63% 54%

Keeps me on my toes and engaged at work 66% 70% 72% 60% 59%

Gives me the opportunity to pass along my experience and 
knowledge 65% 72% 72% 59% 49%

Makes our workplace more creative 63% 62% 71% 56% 58%

Makes the work environment more fun 61% 60% 71% 54% 55%

Makes me feel energized 57% 60% 67% 50% 41%

Keeps me updated on the latest tech trends 47% 49% 60% 37% 31%
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G. Oscar Anderson, AARP Research
ganderson@aarp.org

For media inquiries, please contact 
media@aarp.org
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